Press Release OC Glacier 3000 Run
Run on Eternal Ice
Les Diablerets, June 29, 2016. One year before the big anniversary run, the
Glacier 3000 Run will take place in the usual format. Starting at the Gstaad
Promenade participants will run up to the eternal ice at Glacier 3000.
Those looking for a special athletic challenge are just in time for the Glacier 3000 Run on
August 6, 2016. Although it’s not a marathon – at least not yet this year – however, runners
must still cover 26 km and an altitude gain of 1’900 meters. The trail for the 9th mountain
run again passes through the Saanenland and goes up to the top of Glacier 3000. At the
moment there is still quite a bit of snow above Cabane. But this shouldn’t stop mountain
runners from signing up for this classical race. In 2015 there were also not many runners
signed up at the beginning of July and then a record number of participants signed up for
the race.
Runners can register in the Single or Team category. The starting shot will be at 10h. The
Alpine Nordic Walking trail will again begin at Oldenegg and finish at Scex Rouge. The
Nordic Walkers will begin at 11.20h. The race fee for singles is CHF 80 and CHF 100 for
teams.
Children and young adults up to 16 years old who love running can take part in the Gstaad
Kids Run. It begins at 15.30h. Registration without late fees can be done directly at the ice
rink area. The registration fee for the Gstaad Kids Run is CHF 10.
For the 10-year anniversary in 2017, a marathon will be take place, in addition to the
traditional 26 km run. The race course details will follow shortly.
Infos and registration: www.glacier3000run.ch
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